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No Picnic in the Afterlife

When I’m feeling down about the human condition, that
is, my human condition, I consider all the crappy jobs I
could have suffered in another life. An executioner, say, or
worse, the lucky schmuck to cart the bodies away—there
are more difficult trials than poetry, aren’t there, I remind
myself. What if  I’d been a mummy maker, with a
desiccation degree, that would be no cakewalk;
mummification was an industry, processing thousands of
ibises and sacred cats—bulls even (those whoppers took
forty days in high sun to dry) and speaking of  meat, sacred
or no, the smell was awful (those long shifts under blood
orange Egyptian suns, you never got used to it, when you
went home your wife refused to make love with you). But
it was an important job, this populating the afterlives of
others, providing guard creatures and pets, not to mention
the colossal stores of  foodstuffs, none of  which could you
sneak home, the guards always patting you down; Ra forbid
your old lady should be grateful enough to give an inch or
you should live even a minute of  the afterlife you made
for others. No, it is your lot to cater that picnic in paradise,
never to partake of  it, you have to be committed, as I tell
my students, it is a way of  life. The priests, they handled
the people, they didn’t really get it, what it entails to
mummify a goddamn bull or fifteen-foot crocodile—they
were freaking huge—and the baboons, you had to yank
their canines, housebreak them dentally, before putting
them down. No, it is no small job to ensure the afterlife, it
takes a brutal tenderness, attention to life’s cruel details,
all that moisture by which we live, the very lubricant of
our mobility, drawn out molecule by molecule (though we
didn’t think so micro then), and there you were lacing up
your sandals, snagging some rice cakes and dates for lunch,
leaving for work, which, though worse than poetry as fates
go, could have been truly horrific—you could be quarrying
stone for temples (lousy hours on barges, mosquitoes big
as dung beetles, no hazard pay)—No,  you had your own
role to slave over, supplying pharaohs and courtesans a
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kind of Noah’s ark of  totems and sacrifices, right down
to the royal cock fights, so who could blame you for
amusing yourself  with the occasional mummy joke—the
kitten placed in the sarcophagus of  a lion, an ibis nested
in a crocodile, a fish inside the ibis,  a scarab inside the
fish. It got you through those long ass days while the sweat
was sucked out of  you gram by gram or iota by iota or
however by whatever they measured it, and for what?
What was waiting at dark? A woman who couldn’t bear
the stink of  death on you, who probably spent most of
her day rubbing olive oil into some noble’s feet! And so
you get home and heave yourself  down onto a grass mat
and say there just has to be a better way than this, than
this life I am living, and your wife says quit your bitching,
this once, this once I’ll get the oil, and here you are, back
in your hut of  baked mud and palm thatching, your staff
and sandals propped by the front door and it is cooler
here out of  the goddamn sun, out of  history, a moment’s
pause, an eddy in the Nile, and it doesn’t matter if  your
sweetheart has been anointing other men’s feet or
polishing their silver till her poor hands blackened, or the
Papyrus Monthly won’t publish your work—you are
together now, in this life, in this moment and the napping
baby has your nose and the over-pounded, unleavened,
tooth-shattering bread is warm, so quit your whining, you
could be humping pyramid blocks through sandstorms,
you’ve got it good, you can barely smell yourself  anymore,
you are golden—here, have a fig.
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Art

The little wren in the museum seems to have had quite
enough culture and would like an open window now, thank
you very much. He flits from century to century, gilded
frame by frame. Here, the still life he vivifies with a splat.
There, a foxhunt fraught with hounds and horses—he
steers clear of  that! Likewise, the storm-battered riggings
of  a besieged frigate and the onyx clutches of  an Egyptian
cat. He glides over the windmill and tulips, a haughty van
Dyck; he banks past the tortured torso of  a Cubist woman
and comes to rest, finally, on a medieval pike. Ouch! But
just wait till Dolores gets a load of  this. Who’s boring
and has no taste for the finer things, now? She wants
ambition? She wants a mate who soars? Those philistine
pigeons on fake statues out front, they don’t have a clue
about the real art indoors. What a strange and solitary
freedom. It’s heady, such perspective, yet he hungers,
nonetheless. Tonight, an expert will bait a trap with
songbirds and seed. What happens then is anybody’s guess.
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The Springs

The young people are gathered in the narrows of  the river.
They are like seals among the rocks, or like mermaids
surrounding shipwrecked sailors, in varied poses of
relaxation and leisure. The sun-struck water glints, but is
icy to the touch; their six-packs cool in shallow pools
among the stones. Now and again, one of  the girls brushes
her hair or adjusts some slight aspect of  her appearance.
It is an endless summer day. It is a brief summer. No one
wants to go home empty handed, unfulfilled, though no
one is quite sure what fulfillment means. The boys are
muscular and lean, deeply tanned except for the strip the
girls can see just between their shorts and underwear when
they hug their knees. That flesh seems almost fluorescent.
It’s not that it is attractive. You just can’t help thinking
about it. The girls are wearing two-pieces, most with cut-
offs. Everything about them reminds the boys of  peaches.

Some feelings wait years to be loosed, to be finally written.
I have retained this image for decades, unable to decode it.
Nearing sixty, I still don’t know what it means. I know the
river rushes past on every side. I know the young people
only seem to stay young forever. I understand that the beer
warms and the bodies become flabby and the hearts weaken
and grow weary of  each other. The shy girl on the far left
had a taxing life. She lost her husband and infant daughter
to a car wreck and never remarried. The boy beside her
stayed in town and worked on trucks and took to liquor on
lonely weekends. But there would have been joy too, senses
of  elation at the school bus stop, promotions at the agency,
confidences kept between the best of  friends. There would
have been a lifetime of  moments at kitchen tables to come:
strong coffee, the local paper, toast buttered with spoons
because the dishwasher never got run.

But this is all, always, many years ahead. This day is bright
and sharply defined, arrested, as if  it were a sculpture in
some European fountain commemorating youth and its
vigor, that early season of  our being. And so, these figures
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remain for me, ageless, a constant in my passing life and
occasionally I go down to the river and stand by the lazy
drift of  water. I know better than to get in, but it is calming
to watch from a distance as they sun themselves there—
laughing, preening, teasing—touching one another in the
small ways humans do.
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Autumn Longings

The girls are restless down by the docks. The sunlight is
waning and the water is darkening around the little pier.
The lake pushes gently against the algae-coated wood,
harder and more rhythmically as small boats come in. They
know it is just a county lake, it is nothing like the ocean, but
something about nightfall is unsettling. There is a depth to
these waters that goes beyond how far a lure can sink to the
bottom. There is something murky and inexplicable about
it, something eerie about the mist that lolls over it on the
unpredictable nights of  this changing season. Sometimes
they wade in the shallows where the silt is fine and won’t
abrade their tender feet. Sometimes they watch the men
and boys come in off  the water to clean their catch. The
fish shine in the sun, struggling on their stringers, dripping
lake water and blood, their gills still working in the open
air. It is hard to look at it, but hard not to watch. There is
something ancient in the ritual, the way the muscular boys
hold up the fish just so for the girls to admire, measuring
and weighing to judge who has caught the most impressive
of  the day. Back at the campsites, the mothers will cook
these fish in clean oil for the evening’s supper. The fish will
have become something else entirely in a matter of  hours.
Raccoons will rustle through their heads and skeletons in
the dumpsters. The lake will be black then, with a frosting
of  fog. The stars will spark in the sky as they have for billions
of  years. Light dew will accrue on the tents and trailers.
The girls will sleep, uneasy in their goose down bags, their
legs opening and closing a little, as if  to swim or make
love; their mouths moving, as if  to kiss or chew. One way
or the other, in the morning they will wake famished, hungry
for anything but fish.
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Level

Each evening when they stop at a campground, he helps
his father level the trailer. Everything has to be just right.
You want the water to flow correctly, don’t you? You want
the floors to be just like home and to wake up without a
headache, don’t you?  They move from corner to corner,
adjusting the jacks. The boy stares at the bubble in the
level. He calls out when it centers itself. Everything is
ready then. There is a calm when they fit the folding chairs
in a semi-circle around the fire pit. They hang the gas
lantern from a limb and lug the cooler onto the picnic
table. Soon, there is the sun’s glow against them all as it
lowers beyond the trees. Now, his father can begin drinking
in earnest and without pretense. Now, it is time for the
night animals to stir.  The strong can stalk and the weak
must cower from hiding place to hiding place, feeding as
quietly as possible. The boy knows how it looks to
neighbors. A content family. Everything calculated just
so. What did it matter? The leaves fell each autumn and
were replaced. All the foliage here would be reduced to
topsoil before he could even drive a car. The light would
still stain blood red on trees at sundown. The dark was
sure to come. There was nothing for him to do about it.
He knows just two things for certain: he never wants to
become like his father and he must control everything he
can. It is just a matter of  time. One day, he will have a
family of  his own and things will be done his way—his
way and no one else’s.
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Re adiness

In the dream, I am ironing.  This is a notable change of
pace.  No one has chased me anywhere; there is no complex
circuitry to decode before some tragic detonation. I am
just pressing shirts and blouses, one sleeve at a time,
draping one half  over the discolored board while I steam
collars and seams. I am doing it the only way I know how,
the way my mother did, patiently, without speaking, rarely
glancing toward the TV she listened to. Somewhere, I read
a man can’t really say he knows fatherhood until he’s
washed and folded his children’s clothes; I would add to
that, bagging things for Goodwill. Those narrow waists,
the slender neck openings, the faint stains I couldn’t quite
remove, always proof  of  all they had outgrown. But in
my dream, there is none of  that poignant nostalgia, there
is just the ironing, precisely carried out, piece after piece.
There is no deep meaning to be mined. I am not preparing
for some gala event. I am not re-envisioning my life. I am
just steaming and pressing, the rustle of  fabric pronounced
in the silent room, the hiss of  the iron loud against that
silence, my arm moving forward and back, my other hand
resetting the shirt against the board’s cushioned edge. If
I wished, the iron could have shrunk smaller and smaller
in my hand. Or it could have been attached to my wrist
like a fist. I could have used two irons in concert like
cymbals or defibrillator paddles. But in the dream, there
was nothing disjunctive or strange, the shirts just hung
along a curtain rod, the fronts perfectly buttoned, their
arms relaxed at their sides. There was no like and no as if,
there was no before or after which. And yet this dream
resonates in me like few others. The shirts hung in the
shapes of  persons. Those shapes hung collectively in the
colors and postures of  a family. Whose is not important,
the dream insists. There is no such thing as emptiness.
There is only being ready.
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I Love You, Boy

At ninety, my father has one last lesson for me. It is called
dying and he has decided, without saying such, to show
me how it’s done. Once a man of  few words, and those
about politics or modern values, now, when every sentence
could be his last, he has renounced petty wisdom in favor
of  daily reports. No complaints, no dire predictions, just
his pills and supplements, the windshield wiper change,
keeping bird seed in the feeders, which once only mother
cared about, but of  late, he maintains.

He is fortunate, I know, healthy enough to get around,
still himself, as we say—no dementia, no sudden certainty
his children were fathered by his best friend. No, in fact he
could not be further away from rage, be that against others
or against the dying of  the light. Here, at the end of  day,
my father is teaching me how to be a man, to stand as tall
as you still can and walk right through the door under
your own power, to saunter toward the inevitable with
neither bang nor whimper.

No matter if  the squirrels and sparrows are fighting it out
again. His papers are in order, his wife’s annuity in force,
his children and grandchildren (mostly) back in the fold.
There’s pattern where need be—applesauce helps with
larger pills—but there’s the spontaneous drive after a single
pear. And as for his tinkering in the garage, my mother
claims not to know what goes on down there. He oils his
tools, dilutes antifreeze; he sorts loose parts, keeps what he
needs. No sense now to fashion newer ones—use your time
wisely, make sure what’s done stays done. Initiate the phone
calls. Say you love your son.

The lesson’s more what we do, though, than what we say.
And I think I’d like to live this way—each morning a gift
one wakes to, a scattering of  seeds under the trees, simple
chores. And don’t you worry about the birds—no matter
that the squirrels eat most of  it, we’ll just put out more.




